Our Mission - Conserving nature for a sustainable future through long-term partnerships and financing

Our Vision - Transboundary conservation areas are reconnected and sustained as important biodiversity hotspots where people live and work in harmony with nature

PONT provides long-term co-financing to Protected Area Management Authorities (PAs) and Environmental Actors (EAs) working in the PONT focus region.

PONT raises and manages funds for conservation grants, underpinned by a rigorous monitoring and evaluation programme. The focus is on supporting operational costs, conservation actions, and long-term capacity development for local organisations, complemented by the work through national EAs/NGOs and short-term, project-based funding from other donors. PONT is a funding organisation - it is not government affiliated nor does it implement or directly undertake any conservation activities itself.

With a focus on action, PONT supports and emphasises:

- Long-term commitment
- Transparency and accountability
- Optimising sustainable use of resources
- Active local involvement benefiting the local community and working with local organisations
- International and European principles for conservation such as the Natura 2000 network
- Government commitment to conservation
- Effective collaboration and partnership working.